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HELO Genuine Sauna & Steam

Sauna has been around for more than 2000 years. Historically, it has been an ongo-

ing cornerstone of Finnish culture, an essential of everyday life. Within sauna walls, 

we fi nd a few precious moments to refl ect on the day, share a laugh with loved ones, 

or just unwind and enjoy the glow earned from physical effort. Today’s Helo saunas, 

steam rooms and accessories are an original, honest expression of our Finnish roots. 

We know what a relaxing, rewarding, reviving few minutes of soft heat can do for 

the body and soul. You will see it in the quality of our craftsmanship, the breadth of 

our service and in our obsessive attention to detail—a true passion for making the 

genuine sauna experience available to all. 
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HELO every day

We believe everyone should be able to enjoy the physical, emotional and spiritual 

benefi ts of sauna every single day. That is why you will fi nd so many choices in this 

catalogue. Styling options to suit almost any home and taste in decor. Functional 

features that help you recreate the daily sauna experience you and your family 

appreciate best. And a host of extras that let you customise the comfort to your 

exact specifi cations. With Helo, there are no barriers to making a genuine sauna 

experience a natural part of every day home life. That is our commitment:

Helo for all, every day.

Health and relaxation

The healing benefi ts of sauna have been known by cultures around the world for at 

least a thousand years. After a workout, it soothes aching bodies. After any activity, it 

renews passion for life. Regular use of sauna or Infrared can help detoxify your body, 

melt away muscle and joint aches and pains, and relieve stress. It is one of the very 

best investments you can make in you and your family’s health and well-being. The 

physical benefi ts combined with the associated stress reduction makes the decision 

to purchase a Helo experience an easy one—it not only feels good, it’s good for you.
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Quality and environment

The genuine Helo experience begins long before the fi rst wave of soothing heat 

touches skin. When you choose Helo, you are ensuring only the very highest level of 

commitment to quality and safety will become part of your home. Our materials and 

production comply with all international safety regulations and recommendations. We 

work on the principle that quality is important to even the smallest detail—and that 

quality must be realised responsibly. This is your assurance that only the best materials 

and production processes are used in creating your personal sauna experience.

The importance of wood, water and nature in the genuine sauna experience shapes 

our commitment to environmental responsibility. Our production design and 

improvement team continually develops solutions to reduce energy consumption. 

Environmental factors play a crucial role in our choice of raw materials. And we are 

always fi nding new ways to reduce the amount of waste and maximise the useability 

of raw materials in the manufacture of our products. 
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Tradition and innovation

The sauna is rich with tradition. And like all good traditions, it is as relevant today as 

it has always been.

In the old days, the sauna was a simple detached cabin standing at the edge of the 

yard. Over the years, we have continued to adapt the sauna in keeping with the 

times—today, the Helo experience is equally at home in a high-rise apartment or a 

detached house. 

Today’s sauna tradition is being shaped by Helo’s complete, modern line that 

includes sauna rooms ranging from the most straightforward to uncompromising 

luxury. At their heart, your choice from a wide selection of electric and wood-fi red 

heaters and infra-red generation technology. High tech control systems let you 

take easy advantage of all the options available to tailor your Helo experience. And 

accessorizing with everything from bench pillows to water pails gives your modern 

sauna a personal touch. 

Still, Helo research and development is always working to develop new products and 

solutions. The future of sauna is as important to us as its past, and we draw on the 

feedback from our professional partners worldwide to lead the way in product and 

service innovations. 

At Helo, the genuine sauna experience is being continually updated to meet the 

realities of modern living. But it will never lose its soul.

    Design at its best

At Helo, design and performance go hand in hand to 

provide your ultimate sauna experience. Many of our 

products, including cabins and heaters, are the result 

of close collaboration with some of the world’s most 

renowned designers. Working with top designers and 

experts ensures new products both look and perform to 

our—and your—most exacting standards.

The seamless incorporation of craft and stylisation offers 

you a modern, fl awless sauna experience adapted to your 

individual tastes and needs.
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SAUNA CABINS

The genuine Helo experience comes in many sizes, shapes and styles—each a sin-

gular expression of quality, expertise and design. So which one is right for you? You 

want a sauna cabin to become a seamless part of your every day home life—which 

means considering structure and performance specifi cations as well as aesthetics. In 

the next few pages, you will be introduced to many of our cabin layouts and options. 

Whatever your choice, each offers the comfort, dependability and well-being only a 

genuine sauna from Helo can provide.

In some cases, Helo sauna cabins can be modifi ed to accommodate any special needs or 

requests you might have. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the Helo 

sales offi ce on 01342 - 300 555.
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Choosing the right sauna

Helo’s comprehensive range of sauna cabins embraces all the styles and environ-

ments you could wish for. From EASY, clip together cabins which plug in to a 13 amp 

socket, through to unique bespoke rooms, built to the last panel to your design!

BESPOKE SAUNA - TO FIT ANY SPACE WITH LIMITLESS OPTIONS

Take advantage of Helo’s extensive experience to create exactly what you desire. 

Choose the wood finish, windows, heater style, and interior layout, then select those 

extra luxuries which make your sauna special – feature lighting, music or TV, fra-

grances and variable humidity. Tell Helo what you want and we’ll design and build to 

your specification.

LUMI SAUNA - A LUXURY SAUNA IN EVERY RESPECT

Lumi is the latest addition to Helo’s sauna range. Finished in top quality spruce, first 

choice for the sauna traditionalist, with abachi benches which stay cool when the 

sauna is hot, and including all interior furniture and accessories. Lumi is available for 

quick delivery in a wide range of standard shapes and sizes for DIY or Helo assembly.
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EASY SAUNA - THE EASIEST WAY TO ENJOY SAUNA -

OUTDOOR, TRADITIONAL OR INFRARED

The easiest way to enjoy sauna at home! Choose from infrared for deep heat comfort, 

or traditional sauna with rock heater for a soft steam environment, inside or outside the 

home. Easy to buy, easy to build, easy to use, easy to own and easy to live with.

DESIGNER SAUNA - MAKE A STATEMENT, EXQUISITE FINISH, INNOVATIVE DESIGN

With dark woods, frameless glazing and innovative interior designs, including Helo’s 

latest specialist heaters, these models are far removed from the popular rustic view 

of sauna. Choose from a number of sizes and layouts to enhance your wellness suite 

and rest easy with Helo’s full installation service.

OUTDOOR SAUNA – THE ULTIMATE FINNISH 

LOG CABIN FOR SAUNA TRADITIONALISTS

Made in the time honoured way with Spruce 

logs, Helo outdoor saunas are as rugged and 

dependable as they are attractive - ARCA mod-

els in a number of popular sizes are easily as-

sembled using 40mm upright log or, to special 

order, traditional Finnish Cabins offer sauna and 

lounge area in 60mm log with strong tradition-

al cross lap construction.
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Sauna Cabins

LUMI
LUMI is Helo’s newest sauna line, offered in a wide range of sizes, versatile corner 

door options and special Espoo model with smart rounded front profi le. These well 

built cabins are fi nished throughout in top quality Spruce panelling – fi rst choice 

of the sauna traditionalist.  All benches and interior furniture is Abachi – an attrac-

tive light wood which is smooth, splinter free and always remains cool in the sauna 

heat. Standard specifi cation includes a diffused sauna light, pail, ladle, thermometer, 

hygrometer and sandtimer – everything you need for the best in sauna!

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Elegant clear safety glass door with window options for spacious 

open environment

Helo’s latest streamlined LUMI heater with easily accessible controls 

for simple setting of time and temperature

Smooth cool Abachi seating to stretch out in comfort

Free of charge delivery service

Fixed price installation service – you provide fl oor and electrical hook 

up and the sauna is ready for use

3 year warranty, leaving you carefree to enjoy your sauna!

Fine material, perfect surfaces, clean workmanship.

A luxury sauna in every respect

Delivery is included in the LUMI price - with pre-built panels in easy to handle sizes 

and full instructions provided, DIY assembly of the cabin is straightforward or alter-

natively, take advantage of Helo’s fi xed price installation service and leave it to us.

The LUMI heater represents the best in Finnish sauna – a deep and wide rock store to 

offer lots of steam for a soft warm environment, elegant shape with gently curving 

sides and simple time and temperature controls.   

LUMI SAUNA HEATER
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Lumi layouts and prices

Price: £ 3 205

Price: £ 3 557

Price: £ 3 973

Price: £ 3 973

Price: £ 3 336

Price: £ 3 757

Price: £ 3 973

Price: £ 3 973

Price: £ 2 635

Price: £ 3 757

Price: £ 3 531

Price: £ 3 888

Price: £ 3 379

Price: £ 3 718

Price: £ 3 654

Price: £ 4 151

TYP A

TYP E

TYP FE

TYP HE

TYP B

TYP EE

TYP FE

TYP HE

TYP C

TYP EE

TYP G

TYP I

TYP D

TYP F

TYP H

TYP IE

Prices include carriage

Installation service: £ 295
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Price: £ 4 151

Price: £ 4 279

Price: £ 4 351

Price: £ 6 069

Price: £ 3 710

Price: £ 4 190

Price: £ 4 614

Price: £ 6 469

Price: £ 4 036

Price: £ 4 517

Price: £ 4 614

Price: £ 6 469

Price: £ 4 279

Price: £ 4 517

Price: £ 6 069

TYP IE

TYP KE

TYP M

TYP ESPOO 1

TYP J

TYP L

TYP ME

TYP ESPOO 2

TYP K

TYP LE

TYP ME

TYP ESPOO 2

TYP KE

TYP LE

TYP ESPOO 1

Clear window: £ 250

Extras
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Sauna Cabins

BESPOKE BUILT
Helo is the largest sauna and steam company in the World.  We have many years 

of experience and extensive design, development and manufacturing facilities – no 

company is better qualifi ed to create the perfect sauna for you. Our bespoke build 

service allows you to take full advantage of our knowledge and resources in choos-

ing a sauna that looks, works and lasts great.



HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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We can design and build a sauna in any shape or size, build one into a recess, with 

a sloping roof, blend the exterior to your surrounding décor – all fine with Helo! And 

with a variety of wood finishes – carefully chosen to provide good sauna – many 

window and door options, fantastic heater designs, and much more, your sauna will 

be unique!

Remember, Helo will assist at every stage of the process, from planning, site survey, 

CAD designs, product sourcing, building the sauna and installation, we aim to fulfill 

your exact specification, trouble free from start to finish.
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Plan the shape and layout – Helo’s effi cient insulated

panel system allow us to produce a sauna to almost any size.

Choose the timber fi nish – such as our traditional Spruce paneling with small light 

knots for the renowned “pine” fragrance, light smooth Aspen for a modern look, or 

characterful Cedar with its unique scent and random fi nish. See our wood page for 

all the choices.

Select a door style – standard bronze tinted glass with threshold or upgrade to the 

wider, no threshold version and tile through from the surrounding area. Need to 

match the steam room? No problem we can supply the same door for each.

Add windows to give the cabin an airy open feel – there’s even opening windows 

with a multi-rebate for a snug fi t to keep the heat in.

 

Plan your sauna heater – the heart of the sauna. No one offers more options than 

Helo. Regular models all feature lots of rock for good steam. Increase the versatil-

ity of sauna with our FUSION model with digitally controlled steam generator for 

a wider choice of temperature. Convenience and style meet with special cool-wall 

models which can be built-in to the benches. See heater pages for more information.

 

Consider adding some luxuries – the mood enhancers which really make sauna a 

special experience. With feature lighting, music and fragrance you will infl uence the 

senses and greatly enrich the sauna bathing experience. See optional extras page for 

more details.

All Helo saunas include a useful range of accessories but check our accessories page 

for any extras you may like to add.

The steps to creating sauna



When your specifi cation is settled simply ask Helo to make you a plan and quota-

tion. Our experienced staff are at your disposal to fi ne tune your sauna and ensure it 

meets your precise wishes.

Once your order is agreed, we’ll give clear concise information on site preparation 

and schedule the fi tting of the sauna by our own carpenters to suit your program 

– a streamlined process to guarantee the minimum of fuss and a sauna 

cabin tailored for you! And with Helo quality and our 3 year 

warranty you can rely on years of trouble free service.

17
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SCANDINAVIAN QUALITY

There’s a good reason we only use wood in our saunas. Specifically, high quality 

Scandinavian or northern climate wood. Trees from the far north grow much slower 

because of the extreme climate, increasing their density. This makes them much 

better at withstanding the wide daily temperature and humidity fluctuations of your 

sauna. Our ancestors knew this, which is why they chose solid northern wood as the 

only construction material in their saunas—inside and out.

All our wood is quality inspected at its source before transportation to the factory, 

where the logs are cut and planed. Each individual tree has its own character in 

colour and structure. These are distinctive signs of a natural product, showing its 

exclusive, individual character, with no impact on final quality.

Sauna cabin structure and exteriors are made

of low-resin varieties such as spruce, pine,

Canadian or European hemlock.

Interior fittings are made of special abachi soft-

wood, which is splinter free, smooth and durable 

with very low heat retention 

We NEVER use low quality chipboards or plywood. 

Every part of your Helo sauna is made with solid 

wood planks 

No material other than wood is used to build your 

sauna, with the exception of decorative elements 

on the outside of the cabin

Wood has low heat conductivity. This means we 

can touch it even at high temperatures without risk 

of burning ourselves. 

Its natural fibre structure allows it to absorb steam 

and moisture and release it again, making it ideal 

for saunas 

Wood is stable and durable, muffles sound and 

radiates a pleasant, natural warmth 

HOW HELO USES WOOD WHY WE USE WOOD EXCLUSIVELY IN OUR SAUNAS

Sauna Cabins
BESPOKE WOOD TYPES

ISO 14001 certificate 

environmental management 

systems standard

ISO 14001
Enviroment Statement
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Aspen has a unique heat 

conductivity resistance—it 

stays comfortable to the touch 

regardless of temperature.

Red cedar from North 

America gives a distinctive 

fragrance and look

 The choise of the sauna 

enthusiast, durable 12.5 mm 

Nordic spruce panelling

NORDIC SPRUCE

Low-resin, slowly-grown northern classic is durable and 

dense with many small character-enhancing knots

CANADIAN HEMLOCK

A very strong and dense dark red wood with a distinc-

tive fine-grained structure. Low resin, knot-free

NORDIC PINE

Durable with a smooth, nearly knot-free character that 

creates an even, warm-looking surface 

RED CEDAR

Has very little resin, yet still has that characteristic cedar 

smell. Cedar colours can range from red to dark brown. 

ASPEN 

From the poplar family, aspen is a clear, light wood that 

is excellent for interior fittings 

EUROPEAN HEMLOCK

White-yellow softwood with fine grain. There are no 

resin channels in the wood. European hemlock is very 

resistant to humidity. 

ABACHI SOFTWOOD

Soft wood, knot- and splinter-free. One of the few 

woods we use that is not native to northern climates. 

creates an even, warm-looking surface 

MANY OTHER WOOD TYPES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

Woods used in Helo saunas

Trim in abachi softwood, as well 

as benches, headrests, back-

rests, duckboard, bench aprons, 

heater guard rail and light unit



FREEVIEW TV

If you prefer a longer stay in the sauna at lower temperatures, you may like to relax 

with your favourite TV program. Helo offers compact 7” and larger 17” screen mod-

els, both with special heated screen and neat timber trim to match the cabin – twin 

speakers are concealed below the sauna benching.
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Sauna Cabins
BESPOKE EXTRAS

STEREO & SPEAKERS

Listening to gentle music can be a great mood enhancer while sauna bathing. 

HELO’s quality, branded stereo system, includes Radio, CD, MP3 (with ipod com-

patibility), with water proof head unit mounted outside the sauna, a wired remote 

control and speakers mounted inside the sauna.

Or you can use your own hi-fi and connect to Helo’s quality speaker system. Two 

100W water proof speakers built for mains systems are controlled by a rugged dial 

type volume control, all mounted inside the sauna.  A handy switch-box lets you 

switch between the sauna speakers and your existing hi-fi speakers as required.



HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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FIBRE OPTIC LIGHTING

Light therapy is a proven way of enhancing your sauna enjoyment by varying the 

mood with lighting effects. Imagine bathing in balmy heat under a starlit sky – this is 

the effect of our Night Sky system with around 100 starlights which gently shimmer 

overhead. Or consider the Wall Wash system where the wall is bathed in a fan effect 

of warm amber light. Both systems may be specified with sequential colour changing 

if preferred.

Our high quality Glass Fibre Optics are absolutely reliable and safe in sauna use – the 

single light source mounted remote from the cabin is unaffected by extremes of heat.

AROMA THERAPY  

Adding essence to the sauna water which is sprinkled on the sauna rocks is another 

way to vary the effect the sauna has on the mind. With our wide range of natural 

fragrances it is even possible to capture the seasons with Summer Flowers and Cool 

Winter Mint. For the ultimate in luxury you can add an auto dosing system with opti-

mal “on demand” buttons.

WINDOWS

Imaginative use of glass in the sauna can really add to the style and change the tradi-

tional image of the sauna cabin. Helo offers efficient double glazed windows in conven-

tional and porthole shape or even opening windows to provide access to existing with 

multi-rebated frame to minimize heat loss. For special designs frameless windows in 

custom shapes can be bespoke built to order.
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Sauna Cabins

DESIGNER-CUBE
The CUBE sauna cabin brings a mix of modern material to traditional sauna comfort. 

Glass and stainless steel offer a modern design aesthetic to the exterior. Inside, soft 

wood panelling creates a sense of light and well-being. CUBE is particularly suited 

for modern living or bathroom decors, where its sophisticated yet inviting presence 

complements its surroundings. Eye-catching yet soothing, CUBE is an invitation to 

relax and rejuvenate in style. Available in Wengé or White.



STANDARD SAUNA HEATER

The Cava sauna 

heater works well 

with CUBE thanks to 

its complementing 

contrast in mate-

rial: elegant rounded 

stainless steel with 

soap stone slats. Be-

low the soap stones, 

30 kg of hidden sauna 

rocks provide evenly 

distributed heat.
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Quality Wengé or White veneer exterior combines with Aspen 

interior to classic yet modern effect

Fittings in stainless steel add a subtle yet distinct high

quality touch

ESG partially glazed glass front panels offer high style on the 

outside, a feeling of space on the inside 

Optional LED light dimmer allows you to set the mood

Available in three standard sizes to let you best take advantage 

of the space available: 187x203, 204x203 and 212x203 cm, or 

can be special ordered in any size to suit your requirements.

A study in contrasts

CUBE’s instant attraction comes from its contrasting interplay of materials and 

colour. The dark Wengé or White veneer exterior is softened yet put in relief by the 

light Aspen interior that beckons through the partly glazed glass front. As an option, 

a sliding panel with a mirror and varnished, light-green tone can be added to the 

windowed wall. 

Fine material, perfect surfaces, clean workmanship

—the CUBE is convincing in every detail.

EXAMPLE OF LAYOUT

CUBE comes in three 

standard sizes, (other sizes 

available as special order) 

making unique and eye-

catching sauna work with the 

dimensions available to you. 

In any size, there’s comfort 

and closeness for two with 

a refreshing corner of clear 

space to enhance the overall 

feeling of roominess.

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

187 x 203 x 216 £ 18 129

204 x 203 x 216 £ 18 264

212 x 203 x 216 £ 19 232

Optional sliding panel £ 1 976

Optional LED colour light system £ 4 823

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Sauna Cabins

DESIGNER-COMFORT
Everything about COMFORT sauna cabins says welcome. Its golden interior is a con-

stant invitation, promising genuine warmth and cosiness through the dual-wall glass 

panelling. There’s a real sense of roominess too; unimpeded sight lines, three-level in-

terior, wide, easily-moveable benches... All complemented by a stylish yet deceptively 

powerful sauna heater that sets the ideal conditions for relaxation within minutes.
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19 mm European hemlock panels on all 4 interior 

walls and the 2 visible exterior walls

create a sense of elegance that spreads to the

whole room

Clean ESG glass fronts with no corner post and

door provide a seamless design feel

Triple level interior for maximum comfort, the

lowest level in premium near-knotless Aspen

Solid water-resistant aluminium base frame

to protect your investment

Moveable ergonomic backrests and bench aprons let 

you customise the look and feel of your COMFORT 

Available in your choice of three standard layouts

Simply stylish

With its subtle aesthetic touches, COMFORT has a look all its own. Notice the 

elegance of the large glass panels without a corner post. Or the sleekly convenient 

extra-large door handle and soft splash of light from the integrated ceiling fi xture. 

COMFORT is as much about what you don’t notice as what you do.

Integrated ceiling 

lighting provides a soft 

splash of calming light

COMFORT offers three layout 

options, making it easier to 

fi nd one that works best for 

you and your home. Each is 

easy and convenient to install, 

letting you enjoy the genuine 

sauna experience as quickly 

as possible.

EXAMPLE OF LAYOUT PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

212 x 195 x 220 £ 29 257

203 x 203 x 220 £ 30 352

220 x 220 x 220 £ 31 451

STANDARD SAUNA HEATER

The Cava sauna heater works 

well with CUBE thanks to its 

complementing contrast in 

material: elegant rounded stain-

less steel with soap stone slats. 

Below the soap stones, 30 kg 

of hidden sauna rocks provide 

evenly distributed heat.

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Sauna Cabins

DESIGNER-CUPREME
CUPREME is a spaciously-stylish option that brings the positive benefi ts of sauna to 

a whole new level. Designed to provide individual pockets of temperature prefer-

ence, CUPREME’s aspen interior is perfect for enjoying the gentlest sauna climate 

possible with no bracing temperature changes. Clean and classic on the outside yet 

deceptively roomy inside, CUPREME makes sharing a soft, soothing sauna with fam-

ily and friends impossible to resist. Available in Wengé or White.



CONTACT HELO FOR PRICE INFORMATION
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Hemlock logs create a sense of tradi-

tional quality and are easy to assemble

A completely space-customisable solution, sized in 

11cm increments for maximum fl exibility

58 mm European hemlock interior walls and ceiling 

refl ect heat without added insulation and minimised 

use of materials

Two outer walls in natural wood and two fi nished in 

high quality Wengé or White veneer

Designed to last with warp-free planks, offering you 

many years of trouble-free enjoyment 

Large glass wall and door create a sense of space 

and feeling of high design

Perfect climate

CUPREME’s combination of heating from a high quantity of heating stones and all-

natural confi guration create optimal conditions for relaxation. Heat is refl ected from 

wood and stones only. This makes the temperature build-up gradual, so you can 

relax even when strong infusion is applied.

Rocher heater available with 

glass or soapstone collar.

With CUPREME, you choose 

the sizing and proportions of 

your personal sauna in 11cm in-

crements. We custom-produce 

your sauna according to your 

exact specifi cations. We can 

also help you measure your 

space on site and make appro-

priate recommendations.  

The powerful Rocher sauna 

heater is the ideal match 

for CUPREME. It can be 

installed anywhere in the 

sauna, providing even heat 

from its 100kg of Finnish 

stones to every corner of 

the cabin. 

STANDARD
SAUNA HEATER

EXAMPLE OF LAYOUT

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Sauna Cabins

DESIGNER-SPRING
SPRING offers an ideal combination of sensibility and modern design. Sleek, light 

and multi-textured, SPRING materials complement almost any modern decor. Inside, 

relaxation and well-being are assured thanks to a mild sauna climate, perfectly 

controlled thanks to quality heating and insulation behind the genuine Nordic spruce 

panels. Easy to assemble and easy to appreciate—what better reasons to bring 

SPRING into your home.



Compact yet intelligently 

laid out, SPRING saunas in 

any of their three layout 

options could be ideal for 

your home,.

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

160 x 185 x 198 £ 7 985

160 x 202 x 198 £ 8 422

202 x 202 x 198 £ 8 656

STANDARD SAUNA HEATER

CUP’s compact power ensures 

it fi ts right in with SPRING. 

Its streamlined top and duo 

aluminium/zinc shell optimise 

heat generation and distribu-

tion. Requiring 15kg or 23kg of 

stones, CUP is small enough to 

be accessible yet out of the way 

in the SPRING layout and still 

produces an even, soft climate. 
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Element sauna in attractive and durable 12.5 mm 

Nordic spruce panelling—quick set-up

Includes three max comfort sauna benches

(50/60 cm wide), two headrests, duck board, and 

three-sided heater guard rail for maximum safety 

and comfort

Three different layouts to choose from

14 steps to a healthier you

Enjoying SPRING might happen faster than you think. The cabin consists of 14 pre-

fabricated lockable sections. A little assembly effort, maybe with some help from the 

family, and the reviving qualities of a genuine sauna experience will be yours to enjoy. 

Time and time again.

Recessed lighting 

provides a soothing, 

relaxing atmosphere

Beige metal plate and tinted 

glass combine for a modern, 

eye-catching look 

EXAMPLE OF LAYOUT

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Sauna Cabins

OUTDOOR SAUNA
Not so long ago, all saunas were enjoyed outdoors—close to the house, and perhaps 

close to a lake. Today you can experience all the joys of that tradition with an out-

door genuine Helo sauna tailored to your exact needs. Helo outdoor cabins do not 

come in any preconceived format. Instead, you choose the wood, sizes and fi ttings 

you prefer: we take care of the rest. Take comfort in our years of experience and ex-

pertise in the design and building of genuine outdoor saunas—it will result in a family 

wellness centre that not only looks and feels good, but can add value to your home.
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A genuine outdoor sauna from 

Helo is purpose-designed just for 

you. So why not add your own 

special touches—such as an inte-

grated carport, as shown here. 

Quality time

Imagine having your very own outdoor retreat, where the whole family can take a 

rejuvenating break together. If you have a pool or hot tub, everyone will enjoy the 

healthful benefits of deep-body heat followed by a quick, refreshing dip—and doing 

it all over again. A genuine Helo outdoor sauna, tailored to your exact specifications, 

makes family time quality time.

HELO wood burning heaters add 

a real sense of genuineness to the 

outdoor sauna experience. Avail-

able in sizes providing 12 – 28 kw 

of efficient heating power, each 

is solidly engineered in a quality 

steel casing with an extra large 

rock pocket. The burning system 

keeps maintenance to a minimum 

by preventing soot from building 

up in the heater. 

Outdoor genuine Helo saunas 

are custom made to your 

specifications. Our advisors 

have many years of experi-

ence in tailoring a back yard 

wellness centre for different 

landscapes and needs—call 

Helo on 03142-300 555 any-

time for advice or to schedule 

an onsite consultation.

STANDARD
SAUNA HEATER

Getting started is as simple as calling us with your idea—we’ll build your dream 

outdoor sauna according to your specifications

You can choose from a wide variety of layouts, woods, fittings, stylings and 

sizes. The only limit is your imagination

Enjoy even more of the traditional outdoor sauna feeling with a modern, 

highly-efficient wood burning stove 

Fully insulated, keeping the genuine soft sauna climate in regardless of what’s 

happening outside.

EXAMPLE OF LAYOUT

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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EASY - OUTDOOR, TRADITIONAL OR INFRARED

EASY – Quality with convenience. At Helo we recognize that convenience is all important. EASY is 

a range which truly lives up to its name, with 3 options to choose from, traditional outdoor sauna, 

traditional indoor sauna or infrared.

EASY TO BUY - full specifi cation is standard with no hidden extras

EASY TO BUILD - modular panels for simple assemble by anyone in as little as 30 minutes – 

most models plug into a household socket

EASY TO USE - intuitive controls and compact effi cient cabins which heat-up quickly

EASY TO OWN - dismantle and move as circumstances dictate

EASY TO LIVE WITH - contemporary designs will blend with and enhance the style of your home
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Easy outdoor sauna
ARCA GARDEN SAUNA

The best way to enjoy your garden

To enjoy sauna in the time-honoured natural way, nothing beats a genuine Finn-

ish log chalet in the garden.  Until now the complexity of construction and service 

requirements has proved daunting for many – ARCA provides the solution!

The solid Spruce logs are formed into readymade modules which are simple to as-

semble, topped with a two piece felted roof.  Perfect on the patio or next to a hot 

tub these family sized cabins create a real spectacle in any garden.

39mm thick logs make for a truly solid, long lasting 

structure

Pitched roof with wood trims for the authentic 

“chalet” appearance

All glass door and windows make the cabin feel 

roomy inside

Quality interior furniture in warm-coloured Alder 

wood

Traditional  rugged sauna heater with full width 

rock tray for plenty of relaxing steam

Substantial 19mm flooring to keep the cabin warm 

and dry

ARCA FEATURES INCLUDE:

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Easy outdoor sauna
ARCA 3

Arca 3 – a compact cabin with impressive 1.8m fascia, the central all glass door 

fl anked by double glazed panels affording a wide view of the surrounding grounds. 

The shallow depth of just 1.3m makes it easy to stand on the side of a patio or 

deck alongside garden furniture while the 1.64m wide bench allows for lounging in 

comfort. And it’s the best of both worlds – built in modules – easy to assemble and 

maintain - but retaining solid Spruce logs for a genuine Finnish sauna experience.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – 39mm Spruce Log construction

 – Clear safety glass door with magnetic closing

 – 2 x full height double glazed windows 

 – Full 1.64m wide high bench

 – Pitched roof with felt covering and clear preservative included

 – Integrated 19mm wooden fl oor and insulated inner roof

 – Traditional Finnish rock heater, diffused light and accessories 

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

173 x 129 x 250 cm (wdh) £ 4 699

LAYOUT

Roof not shown
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PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

162 x 162 x 250 cm (wdh) £ 4 699

Easy outdoor sauna
ARCA 4

Arca 4 – an attractive square garden chalet with all glass door to the left of the front 

face and twinned double glazed windows. Red Alder interior furniture including 

backrest and bench apron makes the perfect family environment – a full depth lower 

bench where it’s cooler for children and high bench in the best heat for real sauna 

fans! Like Arca 3 this cabin is simple to install with 39mm log panels, fi tted 19mm 

wood fl oor and pitched roof.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – 39mm Spruce Log construction

 – Clear safety glass door with magnetic closing

 – Twinned full height double glazed windows

 – Upper and Lower Alder bench each 500mm deep

 – Pitched roof with felt covering and clear preservative included

 – Integrated 19mm wooden fl oor and insulated inner roof

 – Traditional Finnish rock heater, diffused light and accessories

Roof not shown

LAYOUT
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Easy indoor sauna
ROCK TRADITIONAL SAUNA

The age-old ritual for the modern home

For those seeking the ultimate relaxation of Finnish sauna with steam or the social 

pleasure of sauna bathing, these cabins offer high specification with plug-in con-

venience, a quality rock heater and superb insulation for great heat retention.  With 

compact dimensions and clip-together assembly the genuine sauna experience is 

easy to achieve.

Helo sauna heater with generous rock store and 

easy side mounted controls.

Glazed door and front panels with soft LED 

lighting for a calm relaxed interior

Fan cooled stereo radio and CD for music

of choice

6-colour mood lighting with sequential or

fixed settings

Plug in to twin socket – or upgrade to larger hard 

wired heater* for those who like it really hot!

FEATURES:

* requires electrician to connect.

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Easy indoor sauna
ROCK 2

Rock 2 represents a first for sauna. In little more than 1m2 floor space you’ll enjoy a 

genuine sauna experience. There’s ample room for two, Helo’s famous MINI rock heater 

offers that authentic steam sensation while colour lights and music system enhance 

the mood. Assemble in minutes, plug in, sit back and enjoy!

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Floor space only 1.21 x 1.18m – vinyl covered floor included 

 – Frameless Glass door and adjacent full height window 

 – Benches at two levels 

 – Compact, plug in heater with full width rock tray 

 – Stereo Radio/CD, Chromotherapy and canopy lighting

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

131 x 125 x 203 (wdh) £ 3 245

LAYOUT
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Easy indoor sauna
ROCK 4

With its 1870mm width Rock 4 is the ideal family model. Two level benching offers 

real flexibility – children can sit low where it’s cooler, while enthusiasts can stretch 

out at high level in the heat. Glazed panels in the fascia give an open, airy feel. Plug-

in convenience, or take the free upgrade to 4.5kW heater*.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Floor space of 1.87 x  1.35m  – vinyl covered floor included 

 – Compact family model with seating for up to four 

 – All glazed fascia with neat centre door 

 – Illuminated canopy with 3 LED lights 

 – 3kW plug in convenience or no cost upgrade to 4.5kW for 

higher temperatures 

 – Mood lighting and Stereo included

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

122 x 187 x 203 (wdh) £ 3 995

LAYOUT

* 4.5kW heater must be wired to fuse board by qualified electrician
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Easy indoor sauna
ROCK 4C

Like Rock 4, a family model but with the benefit of space saving corner door design. 

Tucking neatly into the corner of a room, the elegant Hemlock fascia will blend with 

most décor, while glazed side panels give a panoramic view, making the cabin feel light 

and spacious. Mood lighting and Radio CD will complement the unique sense of wellbeing.

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

154 x 154 x 203 (wdh) (wdh) £ 4 095

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Fits in corner location 1.54 x 1.54m – vinyl covered floor 

included 

 – Elegant space saving design with glazing on three sides 

 – Generous 1.45m wide benching 

 – Illuminated canopy over corner door 

 – Full featured with colour lighting and Radio/CD 

 – 3kw plug in heater or upgrade at no cost to 4.5kW 

LAYOUT
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Easy indoor sauna
ROCK 6

The L-shaped high-level seating in this model lends itself to the social occasion of 

sauna. Despite its imposing presence Rock 6 is simple to assemble without tools 

in less than an hour. The 4.5kW* heater – a no cost option – is recommended but a 

good steamy sauna is possible with 3kW where only a plug socket is available.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Floor space of 2.17 x 1.52m – vinyl covered floor included 

 – Full size cabin with room for four to stretch out in comfort 

 – Social and convenient “L” shape bench layout. 

 – 4.5kW no cost upgrade recommended - 3kW where 

power is restricted 

 – Full width canopy with triple LED lighting 

 – Colour light therapy and Stereo included

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

217 x 152 x 203 (wdh) £ 4 775

LAYOUT

* 4.5kW heater must be wired to fuse board by qualified electrician
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THE BENEFITS OF INFRARED CABINS: HELO IR CABINS ADD: 

Safe to touch, high efficiency carbon flex panels 

throughout

Soft LED lighting for a relaxed environment

Concealed Stereo Radio/CD with remote control 

for music to suit the occasion

6-colour mood lighting, sequential or fixed to in-

fluence the senses from invigorating to relaxing.

Digital control panel for easy programming

All models plug into standard electric socket – 

plug and play

Relieving strains and loosening tired muscles

Improving circulation and stimulating metabolism

Clears impurities, detoxifying the skin

Lower heat levels are gentler on cardi-

ovascular system

Infrared warmth may strengthen immune system

Deep relaxation for body and mind

Warms muscles to prepare for physical activity or 

to aid restful sleep.
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Easy infrared sauna
INDOOR INFRARED SAUNA

Speedy heat for energy or rest

IR has long been renowned for deep heat treatment.  The penetrating warmth of IR 

is uniquely pleasant and relaxing whilst relieving aches and pains and deep cleansing 

the skin through gentle perspiration.  Just like bathing in tropical sunshine, especially 

rewarding when it’s cold outside.

Popular today for warm-up before exercise or to aid restful sleep in the evening, the 

effect is quick and efficient.  Helo’s cabins feature the latest technology and lots of 

mood-enhancing extras for a great heat experience!

CHOOSE FROM 3 PRODUCT LINES:

ZEBRANO: Our new luxury cabin with stunning frameless glass fascias complemented with unique Zebrano wood 

profiles.  Increased heat output, new multi-colour mood lighting, branded stereo and switchable bench and floor 

heaters all come as standard.

LUXUS: Available in 6 sizes including 2 space-saving corner models, with smart hemlock paneling inside and out, 

bow-front canopy with LED lighting, 6-colour internal mood lighting, fold away stereo with MP3 and remote, heated 

floor, heated bench and extra leg heaters.

WARM: All the quality of LUXUS but with fewer frills, the feature list still includes: safe Carbon Flex heating panels, 

soft LED lighting, fold away stereo and smart toughened glass door and windows.

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY



Easy infrared sauna
ZEBRANO

Helo’s latest generation of IR cabin, Zebrano has been designed with the emphasis on 

contemporary style coupled with the best possible performance as a deep heat cabin.  

Elegant frameless glass sections blend with soft Zebrano wood profiles and beautiful 

Stainless Steel door handle to make a real style statement.

Inside, the latest high performance Carbon Flex panels are all-surrounding and 

complemented by switchable heated seating and floor.

A quality, branded Stereo system which neatly tucks away in the roof, the latest multi-

colour mood lighting and straightforward digital controls – all included to offer the ultimate 

Infrared experience!
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Easy infrared sauna
ZEBRANO 1

Where space is at a premium, model 1, with its compact footprint of just 1.2 x 1m is ideal. 

With comfortable room for two and an all glass front the cabin feels light and spacious 

and blends easily with its surroundings like a smart piece of contemporary furniture.

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

120 x 105 x 200 (wdh) £ 3 549

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Floor space 1.2 x 1.05m 

 – Comfortable bench for two 

 – Designer fascia with striped wood and frameless glass 

 – Heated tiled floor and bench with separate switch 

 – Dual digital control system and LED interior lighting 

 – JVC stereo/CD/MP3 and colour light system 

 – High output 1750 watt carbonflex heaters
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Infrared Cabins
ZEBRANO 2

With extra width to 1.5m, Zebrano 2 allows two people to stretch out. The full width 

glazed front minimizes the impact on the room and presents the smart Hemlock 

lined interior to best effect.  Enjoy colour-light therapy and your favourite tunes while 

relaxing in the warm heat.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Floor space 1.5 x 1.2m 

 – Wide, elegant all glass fascia with striped wood surround 

 – Ample room for three or for one to lounge 

 – Tiled floor and bench with switchable heating 

 – Internal/external control, LED lighting and colour 

light system 

 – JVC Stereo/CD/MP3 

 – 2,100 watt high efficiency heaters all round

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

150 x 120 x 200 (wdh) £ 3 885
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Easy infrared sauna
ZEBRANO 3

The smartest solution for fitting into corner locations, the L-shaped frameless glass 

fascia of Zebrano 3 really brings on the style, while retaining full interior space without 

the need for a cut-off corner – the best of both worlds.  With its signature striped wood 

exterior and warm Hemlock lining inside, this model will stand out in any setting and 

with all round IR panels including extra leg heaters it’s the perfect family model.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – For corner location – 1.2 x 1.2m 

 – Minimalist frameless glazed corner section 

 – Generous space for two 

 – Satin finish hinges and door handle 

 – Striped finish side panel 

 – Full featured: heated bench/floor, 

colour lights and JVC Stereo/CD/MP3 

 – 2000W power with L shape leg heaters

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

120 x 120 x 200 (wdh) £ 3 885
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Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS

Renowned for their numerous health benefits,

Infrared sauna cabins are the latest must-have health product. 

Users claim to experience relief from physical conditions such as arthritis, back pain, 

muscle and joint problems, as well as stress relief, improved sleep and a clear com-

plexion.

Helo cabins feature CarbonFlex™ heating panels which have the largest surface 

area of any IR sauna currently available. All cabins come as standard with Canadian 

Hemlock hardwood panelling inside and out, halogen lighting inside and out, interior 

colour light therapy, CD/AM/FM stereo with remote control and internal and external 

control panels for time, temperature, lights and colour therapy.

The saunas are modular and clip together making assembly (and dismantling) very 

simple. All the cabins simply plug into a standard household plug socket.
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Helo CarbonFlex™ heating panels

Prefabricated wall panels, finished inside and out 

with clear T&G Canadian Hemlock

Fast assembly with no tools

Helo digital control system mounted inside and out

AM/FM/CD stereo system with easy-to-use remote 

control.

High quality, heat-proof stereo speakers pre-in-

stalled in the ceiling panel.

Integral heated ceramic floor tiles.

Deluxe all glass door.

Low-voltage mini-spot lights installed in the ceiling.

Integrated colour light therapy system

Wall-to-wall backrests, designed for user comfort 

and safety.

Pre-wired heaters, lights, stereo, etc.—with simple 

“plug-in” system.

All sizes can be plugged into a 230 volt household 

outlet.

Industry leading 3-year warranty backed by the 

UK’s number one sauna company.

FEATURES:

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY



Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 10

This compact cabin is ideal for small spaces or for those who wish to use the cabin 

alone.  Even though the Luxus 10 has a foot print of less than 1m2, it still has all the 

same luxurious features of the larger models.
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 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Compact foot print of only 92 x 92 x 190cm

 – Plenty of heating panels surrounding the bathe

 – Heated benches and ceramic fl oor tile

 – Hemlock interior and exterior panelling

 – Digital interior and exterior controls

 – Stereo CD player with remote control

 – LED colour-light therapy system

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

92 x 92 x 190 (wdh) £ 2 476

LAYOUT
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Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 20

Instant gratification

LUXUS 20 turns any corner or small space into a personal centre for well-being thanks 

to its compact dimensions. With its ultra low energy consumption yet effective, multi-

directional infrared generation, LUXUS 20 is a perfect environment to soothe alone in 

generous warmth or share the experience with a friend or family member. 

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – 4 heater elements, back area, sides, front / leg area for 

maximum coverage

 – Heated benches and ceramic tile flooring for instant 
comfort

 – Economical warmth generation: 1250 Watts / 230 V 

 – Solid wood hemlock interior and glazed hemlock exterior 

 – Comes fully equipped with Valance spot lighting, digital 

interior and exterior controls, built in sound system with 

radio and CD player, and LED Colorlight therapy

LAYOUT
Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Control

Control

Control

Control

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

122 x 111 x 193 (wdh) £ 2 864
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Solid hemlock interior and

glazed hemlock exterior

LUXUS 25 combines effective use of space with maximum body exposure to multi-

directional warmth. With six power efficient heaters, LUXUS 25 radiates energy to 

more of you, providing the most even, deeply rewarding warmth you can experience. 

Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 25

LAYOUT

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Control

Control

Control

Control

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Maximum comfort and heat distribution thanks to 6 hea-

ter elements in the back area, sides, front / leg areas and 

bench and ceramic tile floor heating 

 – Effective power output 2120 Watts / 230 V 

 – Comes fully equipped with Valance spot lighting, digital 

interior and exterior controls, integrated sound system 

with radio and CD player, and LED Colorlight therapy PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

152 x 122 x 193 (wdh) £ 3 320
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Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 30

Room to soothe

Stretch out in limbering, glorious warmth or share with some of your favourite 

people. LUXUS 30 makes excellent use of a spare corner or space, delivering instant 

waves of genuine infrared warmth any time you like. Tune in to your favourite radio 

station, close your eyes and let Helo seduce you into a state of ultimate relaxation.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – 5 heater elements provide multi-directional warmth from 

the back area, sides, front / leg areas 

 – Heated benches and ceramic tile flooring—comfort from 

every direction! 

 – Effective power output of  2040 Watts / 230 V 

 – Comes fully equipped with Valance spot lighting, digital 

interior and exterior controls, integrated sound system 

with radio and CD player, and LED Colorlight therapy 

Hemlock interior and

glazed hemlock exterior

with tall windows for

unimpeded sight lines

LAYOUT

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Control

Control

Control

Control

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

182 x 122 x 193 (wdh) £ 3 654
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Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 40

Tune in to relaxation

With its extra depth and accommodating u-shape interior, LUXUS 40 offers an exclu-

sively roomy opportunity to relax and unwind. Its deceptively compact exterior and 

spacious interior make it easy to find room for genuine relaxation—alone or in good 

company—almost anywhere in the home.

Eye-catching hemlock 

interior and glazed hemlock 

exterior, specially chosen  

for infrared use

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – 5 heater elements back area, sides, front / leg areas

 – Benches and ceramic tile flooring are heated for that extra 

special touch of comfort

 – 2200 Watts / 230 V 

 – Comes fully equipped with Valance spot lighting, digital 

interior and exterior controls, built-in sound system with 

radio and CD player, and LED Colorlight therapy

LAYOUT

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Control

Control

Control

Control

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

182 x 152 x 193 (wdh) £ 4 041 
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Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 70

Corner comfort

LUXUS 70 is specially adapted as a corner unit, making the most of the space you have. Inside, 

the same indulgently healthful features of all Helo infrared cabinets, including muti-directional 

warmth generation, easy-touch digital controls and an integrated personal sound system.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – 129 x 129 x 198 cm measurements make effective use of 

corner space, with plenty of room for interior comfort

 – 6 heater elements in the back area, sides, and front / leg 

areas and heated benches and ceramic tile flooring provi-

de more sources of soothing warmth

 – Low cost-effective power output: 1740 Watts / 230 V

 – Comes fully equipped with Valance spot lighting, digital 

interior and exterior controls, built-in sound system with 

radio and CD player, and LED Colorlight therapy

Genuine hemlock interior 

and glazed hemlock exterior

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony

Heartbeat Moonlight

Symphonie

Sundown

Harmony
LAYOUT

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

192 x 129 x 198 (wdh) £ 3 251
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Easy infrared sauna
LUXUS 80

Our most luxurious model, the neo-angled Luxus 80 has a three-sided front with 

large panoramic windows making it as beautiful to look at as it is to enjoy the soft 

heat inside. Comfortable seating for four, the L-bench design is ideal for intimate 

conversation with friends and family.

LAYOUT

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

152 x 152 x 195 (wdh) £ 3 788

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Spacious dimensions of 152 x 152 x 195cm

 – Plenty of heating panels surrounding the bather

 – Heated benches and ceramic fl oor tiles

 – Hemlock interior and exterior panelling

 – Digital interior and exterior controls

 – Stereo CD player with remote control

 – LED colour-light therapy system
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Easy infrared sauna
WARM

If you would like to enjoy all the benefits of Helo’s latest IR technology – super-safe 

Carbonflex panels, smart Hemlock paneling throughout, soft LED lighting and clear 

safety glass door – but without all the extras, WARM is the line for you. 

Offered in three useful sizes, the powerful heaters will quickly warm and provide 

comforting relief and relaxation.  And without the lighting canopy, WARM can be 

squeezed into even tighter spaces making it ideal for apartments and rooms where 

space is precious.  WARM includes as standard a neat fold-away stereo and the same 

safety glass panels found in the top spec LUXUS or ZEBRANO and is ready to plug 

in to a regular home socket.

Proudly wearing the Helo brand and with full 3 year warranty, you can select WARM 

with confidence.

Helo CarbonFlex™ heating panels

Prefabricated wall panels, finished inside and out 

with clear T&G Canadian Hemlock

Fast assembly with no tools

Helo digital control system mounted inside

AM/FM/CD stereo system 

High quality, heat-proof stereo speakers pre-in-

stalled in the ceiling panel.

Deluxe all glass door.

Low-voltage mini-spot lights installed in the ceiling.

Wall-to-wall backrests, designed for user comfort 

and safety.

Pre-wired heaters, lights, stereo, etc.—with simple 

“plug-in” system.

All sizes can be plugged into a 230 volt household 

outlet.

Industry leading 3-year warranty backed by the 

UK’s number one sauna company.

FEATURES:

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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 SPECIFICATIONS

 – Helo’s most compact cabin – just 900 x 890mm 

 – Real comfort with leg heater and all round 

heat for one 

 – Elegant Hemlock wood finish 

 – Simple to dismantle and move from room to room 

 – Only 1300W – plugs\into standard socket 

 – Interior light, digital control and drop down stereo/CD

Easy infrared sauna
WARM 10

A fantastic space saver!  In no more than the space taken for a home shower, one 

person can enjoy the snug pleasure of all round infrared warmth.  Great for a quick 

warm-up before exercise it can stand alongside your treadmill or exercise bike.  And 

working from the nearest 13 amp socket the low energy unit can be simply dismantled 

and moved as circumstances change.

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

89 x 90 x 190 (wdh) £ 2 072

Control

LAYOUT
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Easy infrared sauna
WARM 20

A compact “no frills” version of Helo’s popular 2 person LUXUS model.  Enjoy lots of 

heat with large, safe-to-touch Carbonflex heaters, yet requiring an economical 1500 

watts of power.  The frameless glass door with matching window alongside and Hem-

lock paneling all echo the quality you would expect from Helo and with a depth of less 

than 1m the impact on the surrounding area is minimal.

 SPECIFICATIONS

 – The most popular size cabin – 1200 x 990mm 

 – Generous space for two to share 

 – Glazed panel beside all glass door provides airy, open feel 

 – Full perimeter safe carbonflex panels 

 – Extra luxury with leg heater beneath bench 

 – Interior light, digital control and drop down stereo/CD

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

99 x 120 x 190 (wdh) £ 2 296

LAYOUT

Control



 SPECIFICATIONS

 – For corner location - 1274 x 1274mm 

 – Clever space saving design with corner door 

 – Full height glazing to two open sides 

 – “L” shape bench layout – room for up to three 

 – Economical 1550W power yet all round heat! 

 – Interior light, digital control and drop down stereo/CD

PRICES AND DIMENSIONS

MEASUREMENTS (cm) PRICE

127 x 127 x 190 (wdh) £ 2 595
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Easy infrared sauna
WARM 30

The neat L-shape benching in WARM 30 provides room for 3 or the added benefit for 

two to face each other and enjoy the social rewards of bathing in the warm penetrat-

ing heat.  The 5-sided design presents a soft, rounded front, a clever feature which 

provides the best possible accommodation in the smallest floor area. This roomy fam-

ily cabin still requires only 1.5kW to heat.

C
o

n
tr

o
l

LAYOUT
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SAUNA HEATERS

At the heart of every genuine Helo experience is its heat. Helo heaters are uncompromising in 

their design; aesthetically striking, yet powered by the world’s most advanced sauna heater 

technology. Every model is purpose-designed for optimum performance, with more sauna 

rocks in direct contact with heating elements. The result is softer, gentler heat and comforting 

steam—you can really feel the difference.
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Sauna Heaters

ROCHER
Our high capacity ROCHER sauna heater really makes a statement. Holding up to 

100 kg of genuine Finnish sauna stones, ROCHER radiates soft, even heat from top 

to base. Despite its handsome open basket design, ROCHER can be installed in a 

corner, along a side wall or in the middle of the sauna. For an added design touch, 

you can also sink ROCHER into a lower bench and fi t it with a glass or soapstone 

collar, either of which can be backlit to stunning effect. 

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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100 kg of pure comfort

A ladle of water splashed on its 100kg of heating stones, and ROCHER responds 

with a purity and soft intensity that is impossible to resist. Its brushed steel brazier 

shell puts the stones in relief for an added dimension of pleasing genuineness.

Greater exposed stone surface distributes heat evenly and provides soft, 

luxuriating steam in every direction

With the longest heating elements of any heater on the market, more 

stones are in direct contact—ensuring purer, more stable heat radiance and 

maximum pleasure

The high quality, modern design of the brazier steel bars easily holds the 

weight of the stones and can withstand extreme temperatures, ensuring 

years of trouble-free performance

ROCHER’s slim round form offers you many integration options—enjoy the 

purity of its design and function as a free standing heater, or sink it into a 

bench with backlighting for a dramatic effect 

Because of its high capacity, ROCHER is ideal in larger saunas—where it will 

provide soothing, yet gently-intensive heat to every corner of the cabin. 

ROCHER comes with the Digi 1 control unit that not only lets 

you adjust the heater, but gives you instant one-touch con-

trol of lighting, fans and timers. Its highly visible LED display 

makes all the information you need clear and easy to see.

CONTROL UNIT

SPECIFICATIONS

Type Power (kW) Sauna size (m3) Stones (kg)

68 DE 6.8 5 - 9 100

105 DE 10,5 9 - 15 100

100
KG

F
u

ll 
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 e
le
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e
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ts

Prices include controls

wwwLearn more at 
our website

PRICES

TYPE PRICE

68 DE £ 2 347

105 DE £ 2 475

Soapstone or glass colar £ 670
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Electric Sauna Heaters

CAVA
With its irresistibly smooth roundness, CAVA brings calming harmony to your 

sauna’s atmosphere. Flawless soap stone faces on top and at the front absorb, store 

and release the heat from the 30 kg of vulcanite stones behind them. This double 

step ensures evenly perfect warmth and moisture. With its traditional materials and 

feel and advanced heat distribution concept, CAVA is an ongoing invitation to relax 

and recharge in genuine style.

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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A climate of calm

CAVA’s “up and out” heat distribution system quickly sets the perfect climate 

for a genuine sauna experience. Because natural materials make up so much 

of its surface, CAVA integrates elegantly with its surroundings, letting you 

take even more pleasure in the calm of the setting.

Dual-stage top and front heat distribution ensures quick yet

gentle climate

Holds up to 30 kg of high capacity core vulcanite stones for effective 

heat storage and radiance

Attractive soap stone surfaces and rounded brushed steel shell set the 

mood for relaxation at a glance

Available in 6kw or 9kw versions, letting you take advantage of CAVA 

whether your sauna is small or medium

CAVA’s heat generation and 

distribution sounds simple, 

but there are true scientifi c 

principles at work. 

HEAT RADIATION

Heat radiates from the core vulcanite stones inside CAVA, storing in the soap

stones above and to the front of them. The soap stones release the heat and soft 

steam evenly both up and out, giving a perfectly even and pleasant temperature

in the sauna. 

Surface or fl ush-mounted to the sauna wall, the DIGI-1 con-

trol touchpad makes everything from regulating tempera-

ture to adjusting the lights simple and convenient. Its 24 

hour preset timer lets you preheat the sauna ready for use 

at a time that suits you.

CONTROL UNIT

SPECIFICATIONS

Type Power (kW) Sauna size (m3) Stones (kg)

6 DE 6.0 6 - 10 30

9 DE 9.0 9 - 13 30

Learn more at 
our website www

Prices include controls

PRICES

TYPE PRICE

6 DE £ 2 338

9 DE £ 2 384

Soapstone or glass colar £ 670
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Electric Sauna Heaters

FUSION
Sometimes, you’re in the mood for the traditional intensity of dry sauna. Other times, 

the cleansing touch of soft, billowy steam. FUSION is the heater that lets you have 

both—and every climate in between. Once you set the temperature and humidity, 

FUSION automatically takes care of the rest. With FUSION, you get the genuine 

sauna experience, exactly as you prefer it.

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Easy does it

With FUSION, deciding which sauna climate you want is the only hard part. 

Built-in electronic temperature and humidity sensors automatically correct 

and adjust to provide steady levels throughout your sauna. You can even 

choose the option of connecting your FUSION heater to a water line, ensuring 

the reservoir refi lls automatically. 

Heater size 175h x 140w x 30d in chrome steel casing—effective, attrac-

tive, discreet

Easily holds up to 23 kg of quality heating stones

Can be fl oor-mounted easily and safely, or you can choose to fl ush-

mount it for added visual appeal

No-fuss controls let you set automatic temperature, humidity and sauna 

duration. The easy-to-use control panel remembers your last setting, 

and lets you pre-programme sauna heating 24 hours ahead

Automatic sauna drying function at the end of every session with

alert signal

FUSION is the only heater 

that lets you set exact 

temperature and humidity 

levels, and maintain them 

throughout your sauna.

ALL SAUNA COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE

A single heater that offers every combination of the sauna 

experience, from traditionally dry and hot, to nicely soft 

and steamy.
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TEMPERATURE

Warm air bath

Herb bath

Soft steam bath

Sauna

FUSION comes with its own specially designed, 

easy-touch control system. Use it to regulate 

temperature and humidity balance and set the 

sauna time duration. The smart and convenient 

touchpad remembers your last setting, let-

ting you enjoy it again with a touch of 

the button. 

CONTROL UNIT

SPECIFICATIONS

Type Power (kW) Sauna size (m3) Stones (kg)

60 6.0 5 - 9 23

80 8.0 8 - 12 23

Learn more at 
our website www

PRICES

TYPE PRICE

60 £ 2 463

80 £ 2 509

Autofi ll kit £ 93

Prices include controls
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Electric Sauna Heaters

PIKKUTONTTU
The elegant Helo Pikkutonttu brings modest but necessary luxury to your sauna

pleasure. First, the heater is sympathetically styled. Then you realize that every 

detail is in harmony. The Tonttu heater range has been specially created for Helo by 

renowned designer Ristomatti Ratia.



PRICES

TYPE PRICE

4 DE £ 2 885

6 DE £ 2 932

9 DE £ 2 986
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Pleasure, for the eye too

The Pikkutonttu warms about 70 kg of stones to give a luxurious soft heat 

that is released as healing steam when water is thrown on the stones. The 

super-insulated shell ensures that the mass of stones inside heats up just as 

fast as an ordinary heater.

The low operating temperature of the black exterior, and the small safety 

distances, provide ample opportunities for creative interior design. The low 

surface temperature makes for a stress-free experience when children also 

join the family sauna. The heater is installed solidly on the floor and fixed to 

the wall or floor. 

Helo Pikkutonttu heaters are suitable for saunas with a capacity of 3-14 m3. 

Helo Pikkutonttu is 460 mm in diameter and 990 mm high.

SPECIFICATIONS

Type Power (kW) Sauna size (m3) 

4 DE 4.5 3 - 6

6 DE 6.6 5 - 10

9 DE 9.0 9 - 14

Prices include controls

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Electric Sauna Heaters

SAUNATONTTU
Helo and renowned designer Ristomatti Ratia decided to develop the

perfect sauna heater. The sleek black result was called the Helo Saunatonttu.

This multi-patented innovation with a great European design is hailed by

many as unquestionably the world’s best sauna heater.



PRICES

TYPE PRICE

Saunatonttu 4 £ 4 127

Saunatonttu 6 £ 4 404

Saunatonttu 8 £ 4 682

Prices include controls
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Toward perfection

The Saunatonttu secret is the 100 kg mass of stones that are very well

insulated to store constant heat for long periods. The stones release soft,

abundant and rich steam when a ladle of water is thrown on them. This heat

storage means the Saunatonttu can be instantly ready for you at any time.

The small safety distances required bring flexibility to sauna interior design,

and the heater can be easily integrated into a raised floor. The Saunatonttu

has a small handy controller for all heater parameters.

The Saunatonttu is 500 mm in diameter and 1090 mm high.

SPECIFICATIONS

Type Power (kW) Sauna size (m3) 

Saunatonttu 4 4.5 5 - 11

Saunatonttu 6 6.4 7 - 14

Saunatonttu 8 8.0 9 - 17

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY



Electric Sauna Heaters

LUMI
The Helo Lumi has a new elegant tapered chrome steel design and holds up to 20-

23 kg of stones for softer sauna bath. The heater has handy manual controls, easily 

accessible on the side of the heater, with a built in timer and thermostat. Helo Lumi 

can be installed with controls on either right or left hand side.

74

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY



PRICES

TYPE PRICE

45 £ 498

70 £ 517

90 £ 538

Prices include controls

Modern finnish tradition

The Lumi model is a modern take on the traditional Finnish sauna heater - 

with smooth clean lines and wide top plate to allow for plenty of steam from 

the deep rock store. The convenient built in controls for timing and tempera-

ture are cleverly angled upwards for ease of use and can be sited to the left 

or right simply by turning the heater on its mounting frame.

SPECIFICATIONS

Type Power (kW) Sauna size (m3) 

45 4.5 3 - 6

70 6.8 5 - 10

90 9.0 8 - 13
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Long lasting, attractive Stainless Steel finish

Controls may be placed left or right

Preset and running timer

Wide rock tray

High output – up to 9kW

Heater size: 500 x 435 x 265mm (wxdxh)

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Something for everyone
Your choice of Helo sauna heater will depend in part on personal taste, and in part 

on the functional demands of the sauna cabin. With many cabins you have more 

than one choice. If you need help fi nding the best option for your sauna layout and 

type, please do not hesitate to contact Helo on 01342 - 300 555.

Sauna Heaters

HEATERS

PD30
A classic Helo sauna heater - very compact, mounted on a separate bracket so the 

built-in controls may be placed left or right. A dual-band timer, thermostat control 

and 10kg of rock are included. 3kW single phase connection only. Supplied with 

built-in controls.

Finish - Red

3.0 kW - £ 495

Only available with built in controls

JUNIOR
The latest slim-line heater designed for compact saunas. Supplied with stainless steel 

outer case and neat rock grill, Junior is controlled by a safe and neat low voltage 

touch pad with LED display mounted outside the cabin. 10kg rock is included. 3kW 

single phase connection only. Supplied with remote control.

Finish: Stainless Steel

3.0 kW - £ 839

CUP
Traditional design used in many thousands of saunas over the years. With alu-zinc 

case and durable Incalloy elements, the built-in controls may be moved from the 

front to left or right as required.  Wall hung on pre-fi tted brackets, this heater is sup-

plied with dual-band timer, thermostat control and 15 or 23kg of sauna rock depend-

ent on kW rating.  A version for use with remote control panel (sold separately) is 

also available. 4.5 - 8kW single or three phase connection.

Finish: Black

Heater with built-in controls Heater ready for connection to separate control

3.0 kW  £ 371 3.0 kW  £ 287

4.5 kW  £ 402 4.5 kW  £ 298

6.0 kW  £ 416 6.0 kW  £ 309

8.0 kW  £ 440 8.0 kW  £ 353

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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SOFTHOT
Named for its ability to produce large amounts of steam from an exceptionally large 

rock store - up to 30kg – this model benefi ts from a separate mounting bracket 

allowing built-in controls to be placed left or right as appropriate and the option of 

a fl oor stand for greater fl exibility e.g. placing heater in the centre of the cabin.  A 

version for use with remote control panel (sold separately) is also available. 4.5 - 

8kW single or three phase connection.

Finish: Stainless Steel

Heater with built-in controls Heater ready for connection to separate control

4.5 kW  £ 643 4.5 kW  £ 581

6.0 kW  £ 679 6.0 kW  £ 606

8.0 kW  £ 715 8.0 kW  £ 643

For a complete overview of 

all our sauna heaters

HELO WOOD BURNING HEATER 
HELO wood burning stoves are ideal for purists who want to experience the unique 

pleasure of sauna bathing outdoors. Even preheating the sauna is something to look 

forward to—nothing compares to the smell, feel and traditional atmosphere of burn-

ing natural wood. Robust steel casing and extra large rock pocket ensure a rich and 

mellow steam. The ultra-effi cient burning system keeps the heater free of soot.

HELO wood burning stoves come in sizes with outputs ranging from 12 – 28kw. 

FINNISH TRADITION

Finns have had an ongoing love affair with saunas for more 

than 1000 years. Who better then to lead in the innovation and 

design of modern sauna heaters?

HELO’s Finnish roots ensure originality and expertise are at 

the heart of every sauna heater we produce. Sometimes we 

collaborate with leading designers. Sometimes innovation is 

the exclusive result of our ongoing research and development. 

Either way, our experience and passion is your guarantee that 

every HELO sauna heater is purpose-built to provide the very 

best and most genuine sauna experience available. 

wwwLearn more at 
our website
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SKLE LAAVA
Freestanding Helo SKLE Laava heaters have been an industry standard for more 

than 25 years. Designed for large, domestic or commercial sauna rooms, Laava 

heaters are robust, easy to maintain and their 60 kg of stones create an attractively 

soothing sauna climate. Laava’s separate control unit makes instant regulation of the 

heater’s high capabilities very easy. 

Graphite, 725x540x500mm (hxwxd), Recommended amount of rocks 60kg. Check safety dis-

tances in the operating manual prior to installation and use.

Prices:

9 kW  £ 1 196

10.5 kW  £ 1 279

12 kW  £ 1 355

15 kW  £ 1 498

SKLA MAGMA
Helo SKLA Magma is specially engineered for larger commercial saunas that require 

durable, powerful and cost-effi cient heaters—without compromising on the rich 

steam and soothing sauna atmosphere. Available in a variety of models to suit differ-

ent business needs, Magma heaters also offer a choice of traditional and digital con-

trol systems. All Magma heaters accommodate 120 kg of rocks, ensuring a genuinely 

ideal sauna climate for guests.

Graphite-coloured, 700x895x520mm. Holds a full 120 kg of stones. Check safety distances in the 

operating manual. 

18 kW  £ 2 186

21 kW  £ 2 363

26 kW  £ 2833

PROFESSIONAL HEATERS

Magma and Laava heaters are ideal for professional sauna 

environments thanks to their high rock capacity, generat-

ing a luxurious and stable sauna climate in larger spaces. 

Sturdy, intelligently-engineered construction minimises 

maintenance and ensures many years of problem-free 

performance.

wwwLearn more at 
our website

For a complete overview of 

all our sauna heaters
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OK 33 

- Dial type controls for time and temperature

- Dual mode timer with 8hr preset/4hr on or full 12hr on

- Rocker switches for timer mode and sauna cabin light

- Thermostat sensor with overheat protection/5m silicone cable

- Mounts in dry area remote from heater

- Suitable for domestic and commercial use - 1 or 3 phase

DIGI 1

- 24 hour preset function — preheat your sauna

- Temperature regulation 

- Light switch 

- Fan control 

Control units
Managing the temperature, timing and comfort features of your sauna should be as 

relaxing as the bath itself. Depending on the option you choose, HELO sauna control 

units make it easy to regulate the climate, pre-heat the cabin so it’s ready when you 

are or just soften the lights—all with a few simple taps on the touchpad.

PRICE

£ 787

COMPATIBLE WITH HEATERS:

Cup

Softhot

Laava 

Magma

PRICE

£ 417

COMPATIBLE WITH HEATERS:

Cup

Softhot

Laava

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY



PRICE

£ 67

PRICE

£ 24

Assorted box of
sauna essences
- 4 x 100ml

Ladle
- Stainless steel spoon

- Wooden handle

Sauna light
- Ceramic base

- Glass shade

PRICE

£ 33
PRICE

£ 61

PRICE

£ 40

PRICE

£ 42

Wooden light 
diffuser

Sauna pailSauna
thermometer
- Wood surround
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Your Helo sauna comes complete with a range of standard accessories, however any 

of the following items can be purchased to complement those supplied, or bought 

separately for your existing sauna cabin. For more info on accessories, please visit 

our website www.helo.co.uk.

Sauna Accessories
STANDARD



Sauna
hygrometer
- Wood surround

PRICE

£ 40

PRICE

£ 26

Combined sauna thermometer 
and hygrometer

PRICE

£ 42

Sauna 
sandtimer

HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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A selection from Helo’s premier range will add the finishing touch to the interior of 

your sauna.  Finished in elegant Beech wood with smart branded satin fascia, sauna 

essentials include sandtimer, towel rack, thermometer and hygrometer. There is a 

useful combined thermometer/hygrometer or for those who prefer it, a liquid type 

thermometer.  Sauna pails are offered in long lasting and attractive stainless steel 

or aluminium with matching ladles with a pail to recess neatly into the sauna bench. 

Traditionalists will like the wooden pail with rope handle.
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Sauna Accessories
PREMIER

Premium
thermometer
- Thermometer in

beech wood

PRICE

£ 57
PRICE

£ 73

Steel bucket & 
dipper set
- Steel bucket and dipper set 

with birch handle

PRICE

£ 56

PRICE

£ 57

PRICE

£ 30

Premium
aluminum ladle 
- Aluminum ladle with

handle in alder

Premium 
sandtimer
- Sandtimer in beech 

wood

Premium 
hygrometer
- Hygrometer in 

beech wood

PRICE

£ 78

Dark thermo- 
hygrometer
- Designed thermo-

hygrometer in dark wood



HELO 3 YEAR WARRANTY
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Premium 
towel rack
- Towel rack in

beech wood

PRICE

£ 88

PRICE

£ 70

Premium
aluminum 
bucket
- Designed bucket in aluminum 

with handle in alder

PRICE

£ 57

PRICE

£ 56

PRICE

£ 64

Spa stainless 
steel bucket 
- Stainless steel bucket

- 10 litre

Premium 
liquid ther-
mometer
- Thermometer in 

beech wood

Wooden 
bucket
- 4 litre in cedar

PRICE

£ 28

Spa stainless 
steel ladle
- Stainless steel ladle

50 cm
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